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CASE STUDY

LIME (Landline, Internet, Mobile, Entertainment) is a subsidiary of Cable & 
Wireless and the Caribbean’s leading communications company. LIME was 
looking to increase the value and breadth of services offered to subscribers 
without making a significant investment in network infrastructure. With 
Juniper Networks® Junos® Content Encore, LIME is now delivering next-
generation TV services over its existing network infrastructure. The new 
service has been incredibly popular with subscribers and is also significantly 
enhancing average revenue per user (ARPU) for LIME. 

Challenges 
The communications and Internet service provider business in the Caribbean is a very 

competitive marketplace. Consumers typically pick their communications provider based 

on either price or value. To differentiate itself, LIME chose to focus on increasing the 

value it provides to customers—adding new services that would both help to attract new 

subscribers and keep existing customers happy and loyal.

It is no secret that consumers can’t get enough TV and video entertainment—so offering 

TV services was one way LIME recognized that it could add value for its subscribers. 

However LIME was a traditional broadband provider whose last mile infrastructure 

consisted largely of ADSL. Was it possible to deliver high quality TV services over this 

traditional broadband network?

Fortunately, thanks in large part to Juniper Networks Junos Content Encore, the answer 

is yes. In 2012, LIME used Junos Content Encore1 to launch LIME TV—a brand new service 

that provides a new source of revenue for the company, as well as a new entertainment 

option for subscribers. Because the service leverages adaptive streaming, all 100 channels 

can be delivered over LIME’s existing ADSL infrastructure. 

Selection Criteria
LIME required a solution that could effectively cache and deliver vast amounts of real-

time media. The Junos Content Encore caching and delivery solution was a logical choice 

due to its superior performance and scalability for delivering adaptive streaming content. 

Compared to other solutions, Junos Content Encore delivers as much as 10 times more 

content from the same footprint—a key advantage in terms of power, space, and cooling. 

Another important factor was the software-only form factor of Junos Content Encore, 

which enabled LIME to flexibly configure hardware for its unique requirements. 

“The Junos Content Encore software solution delivers exceptional performance and scale 

for the delivery of high quality adaptive streaming content,” says Patrick Bradd, chief 

technology officer, LIME.

Solution
The Junos Content Encore solution is deployed at LIME’s data centers in Barbados and 

serves as the caching and delivery infrastructure that enables the efficient distribution 

and delivery of content. For live TV, Junos Content Encore provides stream-splitting 
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1  LIME originally purchased the solution in 2011, when it was marketed under the name Media Flow. In 2012, Juniper rebranded the 
Media Flow products as the Junos Content portfolio and the name of the product changed from Media Flow Controller to Junos 
Content Encore.
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capabilities and also caches content on a rolling basis to enable 

customers to rewind live programming up to five minutes. The high 

performance of Junos Content Encore for adaptive stream delivery 

is key to lowering costs because it enables LIME to deliver more 

content with fewer appliances in its network. 

Because the content is delivered via adaptive streaming, LIME is 

able to provide an exceptional viewing experience without the 

investment in building out entirely new dedicated infrastructure 

for TV and video delivery. Rather, LIME TV is delivered over a 

customer’s existing ADSL connections to a set-top-box, and 

adaptive streaming dynamically adjusts the bit rate of the video 

according to variables in network conditions. 

Junos Content Encore also helps LIME deliver this innovative 

service cost-effectively by performing the caching, stream 

splitting, and content delivery close to subscribers, helping reduce 

traffic across LIME’s backbone and transit links. At the technology 

level, Junos Content Encore delivers this high level of performance 

thanks to unique innovations in the software architecture such as 

hierarchical caching that optimizes the efficiency of the read and 

write process in the caching system. 

“We were looking for new ways to monetize 
our network by expanding the existing 
portfolio of innovative services that we offer 
to customers, and Junos Content Encore 
helped us do just that.” 
-  Dianne Bissoon,  

VP, Television and Entertainment for LIME

Results
ARPU: $44 (Premiere) to $64 (Signature)
The new services are helping LIME monetize its network by 

attracting new subscribers and increasing ARPU for existing 

customers. The television services start at $89 Barbados dollars 

(equivalent to $44.50 USD) a month for the “Premiere” tier 

and $129 BDS ($64.50 USD) for the “Signature” package, with 

premium channels such as HBO an incremental fee on top of this. 

Since the TV services are a net new offering for LIME, the impact 

to ARPU is significant—each customer who signs up for the TV 

service adds an incremental $44.50 to $64 USD.

The reaction from customers has been overwhelmingly positive. In 

the first few months of the service, based on initial observations, 

subscriptions for HBO channels alone were growing at a rate of 

200% per month.

“We were looking for new ways to monetize our network by 

expanding the existing portfolio of innovative services that we 

offer to customers, and Junos Content Encore helped us do just 

that,” says Dianne Bissoon, VP, television and entertainment for 

LIME. “The new LIME TV offering enabled by Juniper Networks 

Junos Content Encore delivers premium television content over our 

existing network infrastructure, providing entertainment services 

our customers love. LIME TV has been incredibly successful, 

and has increased our ARPU. We project LIME TV will gain more 

traction as we expand into new markets and offer advanced 

services such as video on demand (VOD), HD, and DVR with 

features such as Trick Play, in the near future.”

A next-generation TV service is a big step forward in offering LIME’s 

customers greater choice and an improved level of service. For 

consumers, the result is an exceptionally high quality TV service, 

delivered at a great price from their existing Internet service provider. 

For LIME, the service has been an excellent way to monetize its 

network and generate new sources of revenue without requiring 

significant investment in the company’s network infrastructure.

Next Steps and Lessons Learned
Because the LIME TV services are offered over the available 

broadband infrastructure, making the content available for 

multiscreen viewing is a logical next step—and one that LIME is 

working actively on making a reality. Soon LIME TV subscribers 

will be able to enjoy the same content on their PCs, tablets, and 

mobile devices as they do on their television set.

LIME also expects to continue to enhance its offerings with new 

capabilities, including a library of VOD content. 

Today, LIME is pressing forward with plans to broaden the 

deployment of the new broadband content service to all 14 

countries in its service area, starting with the Cayman Islands, 

which it expects to complete in 2012.

For More Information
To find out more about Juniper Networks products and solutions, 

please visit www.juniper.net. 
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